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A new microscopic derivation of the elastic constants of amorphous solids is presented within the
framework of nonaffine lattice dynamics, which makes use of a perturbative form of the low-frequency
eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix introduced in [V. Mazzacurati, G. Ruocco, M. Sampoli EPL
34, 681 (1996)]. The theory correctly recovers the shear modulus at jamming, µ ∼ (z−2d), including
prefactors in quantitative agreement with simulations. Furthermore, this framework allows us, for
the first time, to include the effect of internal stresses. The theory shows that the Maxwell rigidity
criterion z = 2d is violated with internal stress. In particular, µ ∼ (z − 2df) where f < 1 if the
bonds are, on average, stretched, and the solid is thus rigid below the Maxwell isostatic limit, while
f > 1 if the bonds are, on average, compressed. The coefficient f is derived in analytical form and
depends only on d and on the average particle displacement from the interaction energy minimum.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
In both thermal glasses and athermal granular solids,
and unlike ordinary solids (e.g. crystals), the elastic-
ity, mechanical stability and deformation behaviour are
strongly affected by internal stresses, and by the local
stress transmission, in the form of force-chains and force-
contact networks [1–3]. Indeed, glasses can be described
as emerging from the liquid through a mechanism of
vitrification that can rationalize history-dependence and
frozen stresses [4, 5].
In order to elucidate the elasticity of amorphous solids
in a unifying framework, the two most studied paradigms
are given by random networks [6] (also used as a model
for biological filaments such as the cytoskeleton, and
other polymer-based materials) and random sphere pack-
ings [7] (a model for granular materials and jammed mat-
ter).
While numerical simulations have substantially con-
firmed the picture emerging from experimental character-
ization of force transmission in granular and disordered
materials, theory has somehow been left behind, with
few exceptions [8]. The central problem is that it is very
difficult to incorporate stress-transmission in theoretical
models, such as lattice theories. As remarked in [9], the
reason is that “In such a medium the displacement field is
not single valued, and the solution of the elastic problem,
though possible in principle, requires the whole construc-
tion history to be taken into account.” The latter task
is clearly challenging for theory. As a consequence, all
analytical theories of the elasticity and rigidity of amor-
∗Electronic address: az302@cam.ac.uk
phous solids proposed so far have specialized to the case
of packings near the jamming point (where all forces van-
ish) [10].
In this contribution, we attempt a step forward in the
direction of incorporating internal stresses into the lat-
tice dynamical theory of amorphous solids. The starting
point, which allows us to proceed in this direction, is the
formulation of an appropriate ansatz for the eigenvectors
of amorphous solids which contains the effect of disorder
as a random perturbation to wave-like components [11].
Using this form for the eigenvectors, we are able to eval-
uate the lattice dynamics for nonaffine deformations and
we can consider the effect of internal stress in a mean-
field way, in the two opposite limits of stretched bonds
and compressed bonds.
II. FORMALISM
The starting point of all lattice-dynamical theories is
the Born-Huang free energy expansion [12]. The response
is called affine if the interparticle displacements are just
the old positions acted upon by the macroscopic strain
tensor. The situation is different with a disordered or a
non-centrosymmetric lattice where local inversion sym-
metry is absent [13]. Consequently, forces that every par-
ticle receives from surrounding particles no longer cancel
by symmetry, but they have to be relaxed with additional
particle displacements because the whole system has to
remain in mechanical equilibrium at every step in the
deformation. The additional atomic displacements are
known as nonaffine displacements.
Throughout this paper, we closely follow the notation
of Lemaitre and Maloney [14]. Roman indices are used to
label particles while Greek indices label Cartesian compo-
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2nents. Vectors in d-dimensional space is denoted by bold
characters. For convenience, we assume that all particles
have unit mass.
In the usual language of elasticity, particle positions
in reference frame, r˚, and current frame, r, can be re-
lated by deformation gradient tensor F in the way that
r = F r˚. We further introduce the Cauchy-Green strain
tensor η = 12 (F
TF−I) to describe the deformations, with
which, the potential energy can be written either in refer-
ence frame or current frame, U˚({˚ri}, η) ≡ U({ri}, F ). η
is defined after the reference cell is chosen whereas func-
tional U(r, F ) does not depend on this choice. Thus,
for fixed {˚r}, changing η means the response to affine
strain of the whole system; changing {˚r} in the refer-
ence configuration corresponds to additional non-affine
displacement particles proceed. By differentiating the
force fαi = − ∂U˚∂r˚αi atcing on particle i with respect to the
components of the strain tensor and taking limit η → 0,
we obtain the equation of motions at mechanical equilib-
rium [14, 15]: ∑
j,β
Hαβij
Dr˚βj
Dηκχ |η→0 = Ξ
α
i,κχ (1)
where the Hessian Hαβij and the affine force field Ξ
α
i,κχ
are given respectively by
Hαβij =
∂2U˚
∂r˚αi ∂r˚
β
j
|η→0
Ξαi,κχ = −
∂2U˚
∂r˚αi ∂ηκχ
|η→0. (2)
D in Eq. (1) is the material or total derivative (see Ref.
[14]). The elastic constant tensor, which is given by sec-
ond derivatives of the energy functional with respect to
η can be written as
Cαβκχ ≡ 1
V˚
D2U˚
DηαβDηκχ |η→0
=
1
V˚
(
∂2U˚
∂ηαβ∂ηκχ
+
∂2U˚
∂˚ri∂ηαβ
· D˚riDηκχ
)
|η→0
=
1
V˚
∂2U˚
∂ηαβ∂ηκχ
|η→0 −
∑
ij
∑
ιξ
1
V˚
Ξιi,αβ(H
ιξ
ij )
−1Ξξj,κχ
= CAαβκχ − CNAαβκχ. (3)
From this it is clear that the elastic constant is given
by the affine (Born-Huang) elastic constant [12] CAαβκχ
with a negative correction provided by the nonaffine term
CNAαβκχ ≥ 0 [14, 15].
III. APPROXIMATION METHOD
Assuming a pairwise interaction between particles in
contact, U({rij}) =
∑
〈ij〉 Vij(rij), where the sum runs
over all pairs of particles in contact 〈ij〉. We denote ten-
sion and stiffness (spring constant), respectively, as
tij =
∂Vij
∂rij
, sij =
∂2Vij
∂r2ij
(4)
in terms of which, the affine force field and Hessian (dy-
namical) matrix are expressed as
Ξαi,κχ = −
∑
j
(rijsij − tij)nαijnκijnχij (5)
Hαβij =
{
−(sij − tijrij )nαijn
β
ij − tijrij δαβ , i 6= j∑
k 6=i(sik − tikrik )nαikn
β
ik +
tik
rik
δαβ , i = j.
(6)
We have used the identity ∂/∂rij = nij∂/∂rij , with
nij = rij/rij . Note that in a system with N particles in
total, and in d space dimensions, the Hessian is a dN×dN
symmetric semipositive-definite matrix with d zero eigen-
values due to translational invariance (trivial Goldstone
modes). Hence the product dN denotes the total number
of degrees of freedom in the system. The affine and non-
affine part of elastic constant might be written as (the
ring is dropped)
CAκχιξ =
1
V
∑
<ij>
(rijsij − tij)rijnκijnχijnιijnξij
CNAκχιξ =
1
V
dN∑
s=1,λ(s)6=0
(Ξκχ,v(s))(Ξιξ,v(s))
λ(s)
, (7)
where in CNA we implement normal mode decomposition
and v(s) (or vi,α(s)) are the eigenvectors of the Hessian,
while λ denotes the corresponding eigenvalues and (, )
means the normal scalar product on RdN .
In an approximation (supported by simulations) sug-
gested in [11], one can model the (normalized) eigenvec-
tors as sinusoidal waves with wave number ks = ωs/v
plus a random component, i(s), with zero average, and
with variance σ2 = 〈2i (s)〉 independent of normal mode
s ∈ {1, 2, ..., dN}, i.e.
vi,α(s) = eˆα
1√
dN
[√
2(1− σ2) sin (ks · ri) + i(s)
]
(8)
where eˆα, α = x, y, z is the polarization unit vector such
that eˆαeˆβ = δαβ .
We define the angular average as:
N∑
i=1
sinn(ks · ri)mi (s) = N〈sinn(ks · ri)〉〈mi (s)〉 (9)
where m,n are integers.
For the case n = 2, which is of interest for the normal-
ization of the eigenvectors, the average can be evaluated
as follows. Assuming translational invariance (which is
justified for a uniform amorphous system at least in the
3low-k limit), there is complete freedom in choosing or
shifting the origin of the reference frame, i.e. r→ r + r0,
where r0 is an arbitrary shift.
Hence, 〈sin2(k · r)〉 = 〈sin2(k · (r + r0))〉 = 〈sin2(k · r +
k · r0)〉. Next we define α ≡ k · r0, from which we get
〈sin2(k · r)〉 = 〈sin2(k · r + α)〉. Since α is an arbitrary
scalar, we can choose α = pi/2, without loss of generality,
since the identity must hold for any values of α. Then,
we see that 〈sin2(k · r)〉 = 〈cos2(k · r)〉, which implies
〈sin2(k · r)〉 = 1
2
. (10)
Using this result, one can easily check that vi,α is nor-
malized,∑
i
∑
α
v2i,α =
∑
i
d
Nd
[
2(1− σ2) sin2 (ks · ri)
+2
√
2(1− σ2) sin(ks · ri)i + 2i
]
=
1
N
[
2(1− σ2) · N
2
+Nσ2
]
= 1.
We want to find the form of an eigenvalue λ of an eigen-
vector v, i.e. Hv = λv, that is
[Hv]i,α =
∑
j,β
Hαβij vj,β =
∑
j 6=i
∑
β
Hαβij vj,β +
∑
β
Hαβii vi,β
=
∑
j 6=i
∑
β
[
(sij − tij
rij
)nαijn
β
ij +
tij
rij
δαβ
]
(vi,β − vj,β)
=
∑
j 6=i
∑
β
(
sij − tij
rij
)
nαijn
β
ij(vi,β − vj,β)
+
∑
j 6=i
tij
rij
(vi,α − vj,α)
=
∑
j 6=i
1
d
(sij − tij
rij
+ d
tij
rij
)(vi,α − vj,α)
=
1
d
∑
j 6=i
[
sij + (d− 1) tij
rij
]
vi,α
≡ λvi,α (11)
where on the 3rd line, the orientational-dependent fac-
tors nαijn
β
ij for a large system with uncorrelated isotropic
disorder has been replaced with its isotropic (angular)
average, i.e. nαijn
β
ij → δαβ/d.
With these approximations, we are able to obtain
(Ξκχ,v(s))(Ξιξ,v(s)) in analytical form:
4(Ξκχ,v(s))(Ξιξ,v(s)) =
N∑
i,i′
∑
α,β
Ξαi,κχv
α
i Ξ
β
i′,ιξv
β
i′ =
N∑
i,i′,j,j′
d∑
α,β
(rijsij − tij)(ri′j′si′j′−ti′j′ )nαijnκijnχijnβi′j′nιi′j′nξi′j′
× 1
dN
eˆαeˆβ
[√
2(1− σ2) sin(ks · ri) + i
] [√
2(1− σ2) sin(ks · ri′) + i′
]
=
1
dN
d∑
α
Bα,κχιξ
∑
i,i′,j,j′
(δii′δjj′ − δij′δi′j)(rijsij − tij)(ri′j′si′j′−ti′j′ )
×
[
2(1− σ2) sin(ks · ri) sin(ks · ri′) + i
√
2(1− σ2) sin(ks · ri′) + i′
√
2(1− σ2) sin(ks · ri) + ii′
]
=
1
dN
d∑
α
Bα,κχιξ
N∑
i,j
(rijsij − tij)2
[
2(1− σ2) sin2(ks · ri) + 2i
√
2(1− σ2) sin(ks · ri′) + 2i
−2(1− σ2) sin(ks · ri) sin(ks · rj)− i
√
2(1− σ2) sin(ks · rj)− j
√
2(1− σ2) sin(ks · ri)− ij
]
=
z
d
d∑
α
Bα,κχιξ〈(rijsij − tij)2〉. (12)
Here, upon taking an isotropic average, the term
nαijn
κ
ijn
χ
ijn
α
i′j′n
ι
i′j′n
ξ
i′j′ may be replaced with (δii′δjj′ −
δij′δi′j)Bα,κχιξ. The Bα,κχιξ are geometric coefficients
resulting from the angular average and are tabulated
in [15]. In the last line, z is the coordinate number la-
beling the number of nearest neighborhoods of a tagged
particle. Assuming disorder is spatially uncorrelated, the
angular and radial average have been taken separately.
A. Unstressed random network
We first consider the case of a random network of
central-force springs, with no internal stress. The in-
teraction potential is a harmonic potential V (rij) =
κ
2 (rij −R20). Also, κ ≡ sij is the spring constant and R0
is the distance between two particles in contact in the
reference frame. The reference state is unstressed, i.e, all
springs are relaxed in the minimum of the harmonic well.
Hence, tij ≡ 0 and rij ≡ R0.
For the nonaffine part of the elastic stiffness tensor, we
have
CNAκχιξ =
1
V
· dN · zR
2
0κ
2
∑
αBα,κχιξ
d · 1dzκ
=
dNR20κ
V
∑
α
Bα,κχιξ. (13)
The eigenvalue λ is actually independent of normal mode
label s. Likewise, the affine (Born) term can be expressed
as
CAκχιξ =
NzR20κ
2V
〈nκijnχijnιijnξij〉. (14)
Here 〈nκijnχijnιijnξij〉 =
∑d
αBα,κχιξ, and we write the elas-
tic constant tensor as
Cκχιξ = C
A
κχιξ−CNAκχιξ =
NR20κ
2V
d∑
α=1
Bα,κχιξ(z−2d) (15)
For the shear modulus,
∑d
αBα,xyxy = 1/15 and Eq. (15)
recovers the same analytical results of [15], without any
fitting parameters. The prefactor has been compared
with the simulations in d = 3 of random frictionless pack-
ings near jamming interacting via harmonic potential in
[7], and an excellent quantitative agreement was found
even for the prefactor
NR20κ
30V .
One should note that the prediction for the bulk mod-
ulus does not describe what is found in jammed packings,
where K ∼ z, instead of K ∼ (z − 2d). The reason was
explained in [17] and has to do with the short-range par-
ticle correlations in the packing, which alter the affine
force balance on the particle and reduce the nonaffinity.
Upon duly accounting for these correlations, the correct
scaling can be recovered within the present framework,
as shown in [18, 19].
B. Random network with internal stresses
Now we weaken the condition that the interparticle
distance R0 coincides with the minimum of the harmonic
potential, but we introduce a distribution of interparti-
cle distances peaked at an average value Re 6= R0. On
average, we let rij ≡ Re. The fact that the actual dis-
tance between two particles in contact deviates from the
minimum of the interaction automatically implies the
existence of a bond-tension or stress. In other words,
5the spring is either compressed, Re < R0, or stretched,
Re > R0.
It was pointed out by S. Alexander with the famous
metaphor of the violin strings, that internal stresses,
which cause bonds to stretch, can make underconstrained
lattices (i.e. with z < 2d) fully rigid, which otherwise
would be floppy [20]. From numerical simulations it is
also known that, in disordered elastic networks, internal
stresses have a profound effect on mechanical response,
and can indeed make underconstrained lattices rigid [21].
With these model assumptions we then get
CAκχιξ =
NzR0Reκ
2V
〈nκijnχijnιijnξij〉
=
NzR0Reκ
2V
d∑
α
Bα,κχιξ (16)
To evaluate the nonaffine contribution to elastic con-
stants CNAκχιξ, we get
(Ξκχ,v(s))(Ξιξ,v(s)) (17a)
=
1
dN
d∑
α
Bα,κχιξ ·Nz · (κR0)2 = zκ
2R20
d
d∑
α
Bα,κχιξ
(17b)
λ =
1
d
∑
j 6=i
[
sij + (d− 1) tij
rij
]
=
z
d
[
κ+ κ(d− 1)(1− R0
Re
)
]
CNAκχιξ =
1
V
· dN · dzκ
2R20
dz
[
κ+ κ(d− 1)(1− R0Re )
] d∑
α
Bα,κχιξ
=
dNκR20
V
[
1 + (d− 1)(1− R0Re )
] d∑
α
Bα,κχιξ, (17c)
where we used tij = κ(Re − R0). Finally, the elastic
constants for the network with internal stress may be
expressed as
Cκχιξ = C
A
κχιξ − CNAκχιξ
=
NκR0Re
2V
[
z − 2d
R0
Re
1 + (d− 1)(1− R0Re )
]
d∑
α
Bα,κχιξ
(18)
Obviously, if Re = R0, then we recover results in Section
III.A.
To summarize, we have found that with internal
stresses, the elastic constants (including the shear mod-
ulus Cxyxy ≡ µ) are given by:
Cκχιξ ∼ (z − 2df), (19)
f =
R0/Re
1 + (d− 1)(1− R0Re )
. (20)
If Re < R0, then f > 1; if Re < R0, then f < 1. Fig.
1 shows, when d = 2, how the ratio Re/R0 affects the
dependence of Cκχιξ on z.
FIG. 1: Sketch of the dependence of the elastic constant Cκχιξ
as a function of coordination z for different values of the in-
ternal stress parameter Re/R0 which indicates the initial par-
ticle displacement from the interaction minimum. Results are
obtained in the 2-dimensional system.
From a physical point of view, the behavior seen in Fig.
1, means that when the internal strain is raised due to
initially stretched network bonds, then larger elastic con-
stants are required to ”pull back” particles to equilibrium
positions. On the other hand, if the bonds are initially
compressed, the elastic constants become smaller. The
latter effect is more unexpected and calls for further ver-
ifications using numerical simulations, although it may
already have been detected in simulations of colloidal gels
upon preparing particles under conditions of compression
of bonded neighbours [22]. The fact that pre-stretched
bonds lead to a larger elastic modulus confirms an earlier
intuition of S. Alexander [20].
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented a fully analytical derivation of the elas-
tic constants of athermal disordered solids within the
framework of nonaffine lattice dynamics. A perturbative
ansatz for the eigenvectors of the dynamical (Hessian)
matrix has been used to evaluate the nonaffine contribu-
tion to the elastic constants. For random assemblies of
harmonically interacting particles, in the limit of parti-
cles being in the minimum of the harmonic interaction
the theory recovers well known results and the scaling
µ ∼ (z − 2d) for the shear modulus, including the pref-
actor in quantitative agreement with simulations. When
the particles are initially away from the minimum, initial
stresses are present. Two opposite limits of bonds being
on average stretched and bonds being on average com-
pressed have been considered. For pre-stretched bonds
the system is rigid also below the Maxwell rigidity thresh-
old, whereas for pre-compressed bonds the onset of rigid-
6ity is shifted to higher coordination number. This might
be a first step in the direction of a theory of granular
matter and disordered solids where internal stresses are
explicitly taken into account.
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